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Traditionally this first Sunday after Pentecost (although we celebrated that early this 
year) is known as Trinity Sunday. Some preachers love it and others loathe it - the 
Sunday when they get to explain to their congregations the inexplicable doctrine of the 
Trinity. So sit back and here we go. 
 
Or do we? When you think about it, Trinity Sunday means a Sunday for talking about 
God. Traditionally Christians have called God a Trinity, even if many of us would have a 
hard job explaining just what we mean by that. But Trinity is just one more shorthand, 
one more formula for trying to talk about God. And talking about God isn't so hard, 
although it is the hardest thing we can ever do. It isn't so hard, because there is so 
much of God to talk about! And it is so impossible for the very same reason - we will 
never get to the end of the subject. Every week we talk about God in church, and I hope 
that that is a stimulus to you to think and talk more about and to God, not your ration for 
the week.  
 
Our Psalm this morning talks about God. Some Psalms talk to God others talk about 
human experience and link that with God, but this one talks about God, pure and 
simple. Except that though it may be pure, it is not simple!  
 
The Psalmist is reflecting on God after, or maybe while witnessing a storm. He 
describes thunder and wild wind, lightening, maybe even lightning strikes, a storm which 
causes the very earth to quake and tremble. The leaves are whipped from the trees. 
And with it comes rain, lots of water, floods. And he is exhilarated by the force of nature 
that he has witnessed, and he glories in the power of God which it portrays. He 
imagines the so-called "gods" of the surrounding nations, and he glories in the power of 
his God, the real God, the only God. Even these rival gods must praise the One God for 
his power and glory.  
 
By the Psalmist' own account, the storm must have wreaked a fair amount of 
destruction. The floods and strong winds would likely have done the farmers no good. 
But that is not his concern. Not at this moment. He will rejoice in the power of God, and 
then, as almost an afterthought, he will pray that this strong God give strength to his 
people, and in contrast to the raging tempests, he will pray that God will bless his 
people with peace. 
 
It is a great and glorious Psalm. It is a Psalm which asks us to stop and think, and 
wonder and remember just who this God whom we know and worship is: how he is 
unpredictable, not tame, and very strong. But, when you think about it, there is not much 
about this Psalm that is really Christian. Not that it is heretical, or anything, but it is not 



specifically Christian. Obviously the psalms were written before Christ, so in one sense 
they cannot be Christian, but many of them reflect an experience of God which Christian 
people can resonate with and understand. But this one has little that is Christian, as it 
revels in the destructive power of God in nature. It has little compassion in it, and is 
almost pagan in its rejoicing in nature as a revelation of God. From it we can take a 
healthy reminder that we who so often complain about the weather should allow it to 
speak to us of the majesty of God. But is has little of the Christian gospel about it. It is a 
statement of universal awe and respect for God which people of many faiths could 
embrace.  
 
On the contrary the short passage we read from St. Paul's letter to the Romans is 
entirely Christian. It is Christian in what it says and in the very way that it speaks, 
Christian in what it says about God and in the way it says it. Paul talks about our 
relationship with God. He talks of us living and being led by the Spirit of God, about us 
crying out to God as Abba, Father! He talks about us being co-heirs with Christ Jesus, 
heirs of both his suffering and his glory. Paul talks about our relationship with God in 
these three ways and this is entirely Christian. The point of Jesus coming to live with us 
and die for us was simply to allow a relationship with God himself, a relationship 
founded on God's love for us, and not on our fear of him. It is therefore almost 
impossible for a Christian to talk about God in the abstract. It is like a married woman 
talking about husbands in the abstract. All the time her abstract generalities are drawing 
on her specific knowledge of her own husband, she can't help it, even if in an attempt to 
be objective she tries not to. I expect men are like that when they talk about wives as 
well! 
 
When as Christians we talk about God we are not talking objectively or abstractly. We 
cannot, because our knowledge of God is not primarily based on philosophy or even on 
Scripture, but on our own knowledge of him, and experience of him. I think that is why 
we have difficulty trying to explain what we mean by calling God a Trinity, and I think it 
is why the Bible never does so. The word “Trinity” is not found in the pages of Scripture 
at all. Trinity is a formula imposed by philosophers to try to describe some of the ways 
that we know and relate to God. The Bible talks about that relationship in all its variety, 
and the short excerpt from Romans which we read this morning is one place which does 
this by referring to our relationship to God as Spirit, as Father and as Jesus Christ. 
 
A couple of weeks ago I was in charge of workshops with the presbytery about leading 
in prayer, mainly congregational prayer. One of the things that I asked the participants 
to do was to think about how it is that they most often address God in their own private 
prayers. We had all sorts of responses from “what private prayers?” to Lord, Father, 
Holy Spirit, Lord Jesus and others. It is a good exercise. In fact I expect that now that I 
have mentioned it you are doing it now – thinking to yourself about how you most often 
address God – is it as Holy One, or as Father, as Lord Jesus Christ, or as Redeemer? 
Or one of many other ways? Your answer, whatever it is, tells you something, not 
everything, but something about how you experience God. And if your answer is “What 
private prayers?” Maybe that means that you have cut yourself off from a fuller 
experience of God by not seeking his presence. 
 
St. Paul, in the verses we read, is talking about our experience of God in leading us into 
living a godly life. He talks about how God helps us to change our ways, to “put to death 
the deeds of the body.” He says it is God as Holy Spirit, which is God who is living and 
working inside and among us who does this. And those of us who have wrestled with 
temptation, whether it is the temptation to tell lies or to boast or to be self-centred in our 
thinking, or anything else which is not what the world thinks of as so very wrong but 



which we know makes us less than we might be, if we have wrestled with temptation, 
we know that it is only by God working to change us, often to take our minds off 
ourselves and help us look outwards rather than inwards, which in the end takes the 
temptation away. 
 
But Paul talks also about how we are able to call out to God as Father, how we are 
adopted into the family, so that such a greeting is not inappropriate. He says that when 
we cry out to God as Father – and how many of us do that in our prayers? - then that is 
God the Spirit, God within us, reminding us, proving to us – who are so prone to 
doubting it – that we really are children of God. We really are. It is not just a figure of 
speech, but we really have been given the status of children of God. All by the work of 
God the Spirit.  
 
But wait a minute, God already had a child, a Son, an heir. And Paul makes the 
inevitable connection that if, since, we really are children of God then in God's eyes we 
are right up there with Jesus. And that is plainly ridiculous, isn't it? Except that it was to 
achieve this very thing that Jesus came. He came, not to sit and lord it over us, but to 
bring us into the family as his younger brothers and sisters. Not all children in a family 
are the same or play the same role in the family life, but in a good and loving family, all 
are of equal importance to the parents. And so although it is mind-blowing, Paul can say 
that we are joint-heirs of God with Jesus, heirs to his suffering, mind you, as well as to 
his glory.  
 
This is no promise that life as a Christian will always be easy. If it were, we would have 
no need of God's Spirit to help us and lead us, or of God to strengthen us, as the 
Psalmist prayed. Life as a Christian is not easy. At the least it means thinking about 
what we do, how we spend our time, how we use our money. In Paul's day it potentially 
meant being a victim of persecution, as indeed it still can do for Christians elsewhere. 
Christians in Pakistan, for instance, are always living ready to be afraid, watching for 
each new case of the blasphemy law being invoked against one of them, and knowing 
that each time it could lead to wide-spread reprisals against those of our faith. Heirs to 
Jesus' suffering is not a gift that all can welcome. 
 
However Paul does not finish his sentence there. Yes, it is not always easy, but we are 
also heirs to Jesus' glory, and in the next part of his letter he will go on to tell how he 
views the sufferings, whatever they are, as nothing, compared to the glory which is to 
be revealed to and through us. And his point is that it comes to us through our 
relationship with Jesus as our saviour and brother. 
 
Talking about God, we could do it all day. But as Christians it will not be abstract nor 
philosophical talk, but talk rooted in our experience of God with us by his Spirit, God 
adopting us, re-birthing us into his family, giving us a value and purpose beyond what 
we could have imagined, and God raising us up to be with his Son, saved and with the 
glory that follows from faithfulness. So when you go home today, don't leave all 
thoughts about God here in the church building, but take them with you and see how 
God within you is in every part of your life. Amen. 
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